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Instructions and Ideas for the Seder
Seder 2020: Under the Shadow of Coronavirus
Pesach and Seder Night are a true highlight of the Jewish calendar. It’s an opportunity to get
together with family and friends, to revisit times of trial and tribulation dating back to slavery
in Egypt and to enjoy the sense of freedom then and now that we enjoyed as individuals,
families and as a nation.
This year the world finds itself under the shadow of Coronavirus, which has led to many
people being quarantined or placing themselves in self isolation. This has great ramifications
on all aspects of life, and also brings into question our ability to celebrate the Seder in the
manner to which we have become accustomed.
Many families this year will find themselves holding their own Seder, with some leading it for
the very first time. We at the Straus-Amiel Institute have put together some guidelines and
instructions for holding a Seder at home, keeping in mind the possibility that some members
of the household will be in quarantine at home and not physically able to come to the table,
while others may even be hospitalized. This is an opportunity to think about the Seder with
fresh eyes, to think of ways to include everyone in the festivities and proceedings even if we
cannot all be together.
We are grateful to Rabbi Yosef Zvi Rimon for allowing us to use parts of his Haggada in the
material presented here.
You can also find further ideas for activities, discussions and games at this link.
With best wishes for a happy, healthy and kosher Pesach
From everyone at the Straus-Amiel Institute
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About the Haggada
Attached is a file from Rabbi Yossef Tzvi Rimon's Pesach Haggada including:
• A list of foods and items to prepare towards the Seder
• An explanation about the construction and flow of the main section of the Haggada – the Maggid
• Ideas for activities during the Seder
Practical Guide for the Seder Leader
Most Haggadot have instructions for each of the Seder stages. For the benefit of those who may not have
these uinstructions, and for ease of use, we have summarized below. This list can be printed and brought to
the Seder.
Kadesh
• The idea of Kiddush is to distinguish between one day and the next, between a regular day and a special
day. The most important dates in our calendar are celebrated with wine – Kiddush on Shabbat and
holidays, a cup on wine at a circumcision or a wedding. Therefore, we too begin the Seder with Kiddush
and we will continue and drink more wine at important moments throughout the night.
• Kiddush is said over wine or grape juice, just like every Shabbat and holiday
• Some have the custom to say the Kiddush with all the participants together, while others have the leader
of the Seder recite the kiddush on behalf of all those present.
• The wine is drunk while leaning to the left.
Urchatz (Washing hands)
• During Temple times, when the laws of ritual purity were practiced, hands were washed before dipping
certain foods into liquids. In remembrance of the past and with prayers for the future rebuilding of the
Temple, we also wash our hands before dipping the Karpas (vegetables) in salt water.
• Some have the custom that the only leader of the Seder washes hands and hands out the dipped
vegetables, while others have the custom that everyone washes and takes for themselves. This year it is
best to have everyone wash and take for themselves.
• Washing is done with a cup but without a blessing.
• This year especially, it is important to wash hands with soap before washing with the cup.
• Separate towels should be given out to each participant or paper towels should be used.
Karpas (Vegetable)
• Greens remind us of spring, growth and blooming. This year, when we eat the Karpas, what will we be
thinking? Where do we want to grow and develop? How will our spring and the whole world's future look?
• We recommend that each participant should have their own small bowl of salt water, rather than everyone
using a central bowl.
• Take the vegetable that was prepared (potato, celery, parsley, etc.) and dip in the salt water.
• If the vegetable is taken from a central plate, it is important to take it with a utensil and not with the
hands.
• The blessing of "Bore Pri Ha'adama" is recited. One does not have to lean while eating the Karpas.
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Yachatz (Breaking the middle Matza)
• The middle Matza is taken and broken in two.
• The bigger piece is put aside for the Afikoman and the smaller piece is left between the two other Matzot.
• From this stage on the Afikoman may be hidden.
• One reason for breaking the matza and hiding part is to remind us that as slaves, one never knows where
the next meal is coming from, and so when we have food, we eat some now and save some for later. You
can discuss the pros and cons of accumulating supplies, following the 'storming' of the supermarkets
around the world. Should we take others into consideration or should I care only for my own family?
Maggid
• The story of the exodus from Egypt.
• If one of the family members is in quarantine at home, consider having this part of the Seder outside of
their room so that they can also participate in the conversation and discussion of the exodus story. Make
sure to adhere strictly to all health guidelines.
• The glass is refilled before Ma Nishtana.
• During most of Maggid the matzot are visible. They are covered during a few parts:
• Ma Nishtana
• Vehi She'amda – the glass is raised. If the glass wasn't refilled up to this point, or if it was accidentally
spilled, make to refill it before Vehi She'amda.
• Lefichach Anachnu Chayavim – the wine glass is raised here as well. There are some who keep it
raised until the end of the paragraph, while others keep it raised until the end of "Ga'al Yisrael" and
the blessing on the wine.
• The Ten Plagues – it is customary to drip or pour a little wine from the cup with the mentioning of each
plague and the words 'Datzach', 'Adash', 'Baachab'.
• At the end of the Maggid the blessing of 'Bore Pri Hagafen' is recited on the second wine glass (Sefaradim
do not recite a blessing over this cup of wine).
• The wine is drunk while leaning to the left.
Rachtza (Second hand washing)
• Everyone washes their hands in preparation for eating the Matza. The blessing 'Al Netilat Yadayim' is
recited. Here also – wash hands with soap before.
Motzi
The 3 Matzot are raised (two whole ones and one halved Matza) and the blessing of 'Hamotzi Lechem Min
Haaretz' is recited.
Matza
• The bottom Matza is put aside and the blessing of 'Al Achilat Matza' is recited.
• A 'K'zayit' (a third of a machine Matza) is eaten from the top and middle (halved) Matza.
• Every participant must eat the amount of a 'K'zayit'. If there is not enough for everyone to take the full
amount from the Matza over which the blessing was made, you can add from other Matzot (each person
should receive at least a small piece from the central matza).
• The Matza is eaten leaning to the left.
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Maror
• A 'k'zayit' of Maror (usually lettuce or plain horseradish) is taken and dipped into Charoset.
• The blessing of 'Al Achilat Maror' is recited.
• Each participant must eat the amount of 'k'zayit' Maror.
• It is eaten without leaning.
Korech (Hillel Sandwich)
• A 'k'zayit' sized piece of Matza is taken from the bottom Matza and eaten with Maror (lettuce). Again,
supplemental matza can be taken if there isn't enough from the central matza.
• The Maror is dipped in Charoset (some dip in chrein horseradish) and together with the matza is made
into a sandwich.
• Every participant must eat the Korech
• The paragraph beginning with 'Zecher Lemikdash KeHillel' is recited
• The Korech is eaten leaning to the left.
Shulchan orech (Table setting)
• The holiday meal is served. This is the place to add your traditional foods.
• There is a custom to dip boiled eggs in salt water and eat them at this stage
Tzafun (Eating the Afikoman)
• Now is time to eat the afikoman. If you can't find the original afikoman, a substitute matza can be used.
• Each participant must eat 'k'zayit' Matza, not necessarily from the one that was hidden.
• It should ideally be eaten before halachic midnight. Consult your local rabbi for the exact time in your
location.
Barech (Grace After Meals)
• The glass of wine is refilled and Grace After Meals is recited.
• At the end, the blessing of 'Bore Pri Hagafen' is recited over the third cup of wine.
• The wine is drunk leaning to the left.
• After Grace After Meals, the door is opened to welcome Elijah the Prophet. A separate glass is filled with
wine or grape juice in his honor.
Hallel
• The glass of wine is refilled and the psalms of Hallel are recited – and ideally sung – at this point.
• At the end of the Hallel the blessing of 'Bore Pri Hagafen' is recited over the fourth cup of wine (Sefaradim
do not recite a blessing over this cup of wine).
• The wine is drunk leaning to the left.
Nirtza
• It is a good idea to think ahead of time of a fun and creative way to sing or act out the songs of this part.
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Ideas for holding the Seder in quarantine (individual or family)
The Seder night is celebrated within the family, to emphasize that education starts at home. This year is
an excellent chance to emphasize the idea of "vehigadeta levincha" "and you shall tell your children" - the
importance of passing on the tradition from parents to children.
If the weather, health& safety and security situation allows, consider holding the Seder outside the room
or home of a person/family in quarantine, to give them the feeling that we are all together, even if not
around the same table.
• The "Maggid" section is based on questions and answers. Someone in quarantine, who cannot hold
the Seder nearby, cannot practice this important aspect of the Seder.
• One idea is to ask the community members, especially the youth, to prepare a list of questions, which
can be sent to the self-isolating or quarantined community members (and also to those who are not)
to think about during the Seder and send their answers after Yom Tov. The questions can be about
aspects of the Seder, personal history, a favorite Seder from the past or any other question increases
the connection between different people in the community. Answers can be sent back after Yom Tov.
• If the Seder can be held close to the person in quarantine, pre-printed questions can be threaded under
the door (if safety regulations permit). This makes a change to the regular way of asking questions and
adds a unique component to the Seder that is absent in other years.
Pantomime – if a window separates between you, questions, answers and skits can be held through
pantomime.
Ma Nishtana – how is this Seder different from the Seder in previous years? What are our expectations
from this Seder? What would we like to remember from the Seder this year for future years? Think of
another line in the form of "on all other nights we…. Tonight….."
The tale of Rabbi Eliezer (the five rabbis) – if you had to be in quarantine with four other people (not
including family), who would you choose and why?
Four sons – can you think of four characters related to the virus? Prizes for the funniest ones.
Vehi She'amda – the wine glass is raised in thanks to God for all the good He has bestowed upon us. What
do we have to give thanks for, even during this time of personal and social isolation?
The four verses – is there a verse, source or saying that you think expresses the present situation best?
The Ten Plagues – the tradition is to pour or drip from the wine in the glass each time a plague is
mentioned. This year there is a new 'plague'. How would you symbolize the coronavirus using drama?
(Without overdoing it, of course, or hurting anyone's feelings)
Dayeinu – The world is currently filled with negative thoughts and feelings of fear. This is the chance to
'begin with the negative and end with praise'. Look around and make a list of things we are thankful for
using the same structure as 'Dayeinu'.
Pesach, Matza and Maror – we point at or raise the Matza and Maror. We do not raise the "Pesach". It
isn't there. It's invisible. We can't point at it and say, "this is the Passover sacrifice". So too the coronavirus
– we cannot see it with our eyes, but we still must act, talk about it and explain. This section can be used
as an opening for a discussion about dealing with invisible things. How do we deal with things we can't
see and what do we wish for, for the future?
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